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Subscribe to receive email notifications whenever new articles are published. I can also tell you 1 thing about this
medication from my own personal experience. Let me know if you need any help with the site or anything else on here.:
View top members Find a member. I want to thank all of you. Top groups Groups by medication Groups by condition. I
have been taking clonazepam 1 milligram 3 times a day for the last 7 years my doctor retired left me with different
doctor and she took me off no ween down or anything I really feel like crap I took it for many reasons anxiety of course
seizure and pain and now it's gone how do I find a doctor that will help me with this problem thank you Votes: I take
klonopin clonazepam. I take 3 mgs a day is this too much? Asked 28 Aug by dd Updated 13 Nov Topics klonopin ,
anxiety , sleep disorders , generalized anxiety disorder , sleep. Add your Answer Find similar questions. I have the same
question?? My doctor had no problem writing a scrip for klonopin but treated me like addict when i ask for xanax and i
got some great answers from people like maso --sweetlemon--astrokittycat--on my question.Going to general practioner.
how do i get prescribed klonopin. i dont want any of that dumb bull****. ive already tried a few things, they don't work.
and moiderately anxious or even obsessive they tend to whip out the prescription pad and write down "paxil, fluoxetine,
lexapro or zoloft" type medication but if Cannot get klonopin refilled. Nov 13, - my doctor prescribed them because he
didnt want to give me annuncigratuitiweb.com they did help my anxiety and help me sleep annuncigratuitiweb.com first
question on this site was is klonopin like xanax? My doctor had no problem writing a scrip for klonopin but treated me
like addict when i ask for xanax and i got some great I take 2mg of Klonopin twice daily. My doctor will not. So I have
yet to find a Dr, even a Psych who will write Klonopin! I take the Med for panic attacks and Learn more Klonopin
details here. Did they say why they will no longer prescribe it? Your doctor CANNOT just cut you off like that on a
drug as STRONG as Klonopin. I am in Texas. {edited for privacy}.Going Out Of Town For Weeks. Clonazepam. Learn
what Klonopin is prescribed for, who should not use it and who should quit using it here. Black Bear Lodge has a
Klonopin addiction treatment program. Feb 9, - And no "benzo" has been more lethal to millions of Americans than a
popular prescription drug called Klonopin. Klonopin is the . But give the same drug to a person suffering from a
completely different problem (an eating or sleeping disorder, for example), and it might actually cause an epileptic
seizure. May 6, - I inquired about Klonopin while I was there, and the doctor pretty much told me she would never
prescribe it to me. I'm now in a position to get a . Even if they just write you a small Rx for two weeks and have you
follow up with them then to renew, if the doctor is hesitating to write the prescription. posted by. Some may see it viable
to prescribe a long-acting maintenance benzo, such as clonazepam, with a quick-acting acute response aid such as
alprazolam. . My doctor will not prescribe both Klonopin and Xanax. I asked today. . For example, I'm prescribed
Dexedrine 10 mg IR tabs (20 mg 3x/day). I know. Apr 25, - It was July ; I was 33 and exactly where I wanted to be: in
love, writing for national magazines, and living the kind of adventurous life I'd always dreamed of. But my doctor was
concerned that during the previous six months, I'd refilled my Klonopin prescription early a few times, something she
had to. When i arrive in Bali I will have my current prescription plus two refills on the label for the prescription. What I
want to know is will I be able to go to a pharmacy in bali to get my script written in the US fillled or will I need to find a
doctor in bali to write me a new script. I cannot get a three month script from my physician because. NOW REFUSES
TO WRITE ME ANOTHER PRESCRIPTION FOR CLONAZEPAM. SHE IS INSISTING I TAKE BUSPAR
INSTEAD. PROBABLY SO WHEN I CHOOSE TO QUIT I CAN. I HAVE COME TO THE CONCLUSION THESE
PANIC/ANXIETY ATTACKS ARE HERE TO STAY SO I AM IN NO HURRY TO QUIT. SHE HAS.
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